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The competitions are usually classified under college sports where college students are the individuals to
participate in such events. Furthermore, instead of wage incentives, students should be given the opportunity
to work with highly qualified coaches that could help them eventually reach Related Documents Essay
Student Athletes Should Not Be Paid Students that have been privileged with an athletic scholarship to play in
collegiate sports have to understand that it is not a profession but a linkage to develop contacts with
influencers and gatekeepers that will impact their future success into the national leagues or other areas of
interest. In other words, the universities would be forced to eliminate some sports in order to pay some athletic
teams. We do not just play for the exercise. In other words, each student is reimbursed the amount of money
an average American would make annually. The players should be proud and passionate about how winning a
game will bring gratification Schneider and Robert  To see that dependable college athletes are getting paid for
their skills on the field. College athletes are some of the hardest working people in the nation, having to focus
on both school courses and sports. College athletics especially division 1 provide a huge source of revenue to
universities and college. The problem at hand is that the college athletes who are performing on the field to
bring in all of this money do not receive any of it, all of the revenue goes to the university and the NCAA.
Some believe that providing a payment would further complicate the issue, but others say that it would end all
of the problems. Student athletes should not get paid because they are already getting a great deal with the
scholarship they receive from the NCAA. One advantage for playing a sport is access to scholarships that
some schools reserve for their athletes. Many Students go to college in order to properly learn how to advance
in the sport that they want to play, or be a professional The revenue obtained from athletics however does not
outweigh the cost of running the athletics programs despite the sports being used as an attraction to a
university. There exist a line between being an amateur and becoming a professional based on this reaction by
the NCAA. Student athletes should not be paid because they get beneficial scholarships, they know what they
are signing up for when they sign their National Letter of Intent, and students athletes are in college for an
education first before being an athlete. A lot of college athletes think they should be getting paid for their
services they do for their school. In addition, paying the college athlete would in turn ruin the role of the
university the main purpose of which is to educate. If athletes are paid in college, then their integrity is really
in the path to destruction. Therefore, money compensation is not part of the agreement and should not be
debatable matter during their tenure in the university. On the other hand, smaller universities would not be
able to afford them thus will be disadvantaged. College football players: You are already being paid. This
implies that the word student appears before the word athlete. Nobody would think it would be fair to work so
hard and not receive any form of compensation. We play because we were born to play. The knowledge and
skills they get in the university is not equitable to the money they would get if they were to get paid. On one
side the NCAA claims that the student athletes are amateurs and cannot be paid. Before signing these
contracts, the students are aware that they will not receive extra compensation from the organization. Any type
of essay. However, there are a lot of problems with how college athletes are treated, and many students,
coaches, team owners and organizational members such as those at NCAA are demanding reform. Essay  A
sport analysis conducted indicated that only 23 out departments in public schools had generated enough
money to pay for their expenses. The students plainly know that even if they disobeyed the coaches they still
had the opportunity to be paid a lot of money. College football and basketball are multi-billion dollar
businesses. This is a very complex matter to deal with based on the issue that colleges also claim they have no
money to pay them. Most universities charges between 30, and 50, per year. For example, no one pays a
journalist when he sets up interviews at a college radio station. Some students and indeed most of them join
college sports in order to be picked by advanced clubs and agencies. This becomes very difficult when a
student is being paid a lot of money. The athletic scholarship is worth between  This breeds very poor
character that cannot auger well in the world out of college because they will not act professionally. State
University has breached its academic standard by allocating unnecessary expenditures to athletically advanced
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